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ntry Date: D3/01/2006 T ime: 07:30 
uthorlty: MEDICAL 
frchdcr Nome; JACKSON, LAWRENCE MARSHAL 
OB: 05/11/1954 " 
UTAH CORRECTIONS 
DEPARTMENT TRAVEL ORDER 
Classification! C2K 
onvkled RAPli O K A C H I L D 
>ffehse$: 
PI Hold 
[ J Boeords Hold 
Run Destlpt ion; JT9 
ICR Numbers 
Court Case: 
Number; 28879 Parole Date: 
Travel From: GfE 602B 
Pending 
Offenses! 
ravel To: DRAPERS-HOLD UMC 
"o See; 
Date; 04/10/2006 T ime: 
;omments: 
APPT UMC 04/13/06 @ 09:10 
Changed; 03/01/2006 
\£s /vie. e&V 
To Be Transported By: THOMAS PATTERSON 
Entered By; DARLENE PETERSON Authorized By; LARRY BENZON 
PtDA Accomodation Accomodation Comment 
SEATBELTSjZl T\mv.&ki/$ 




J7jOff ice Calls 
Instructions: 
Start Time; 
Q O f f i c e r Calls From Homo [ J Officer Calls 
MocJlcal Heme Tfransporiod: Q ] Consult Form Q ER Record/Instructions 
Q M e d i c a l Devjco [^Prescr ipt ion Delivered To: A/TX 
Time/Miles 
Dale and Time Out: 
. * / 





J2J&.<PCL^ T j m e Arrived: 
<Q&^ ^ Total Time: ~7^ * ^ 
Total Bun Miles 2 ^ 







t^iici t n w 
A UTAH CORRECTIONS 
DEPARTMENT TRAVEL ORDER 
IZJHold 
f_J Records Hold 
Ury Date: 02/28/2006 Time: 12:51 
uthority: MEDICAL 
ffender Name: JACKSON, LAWRENCE MARSHAL 
Run Dcsciption: 28 
ICR Number: 
Court Case: 
Number: 28879 Parole Date: 
OB: 05/11/1954 Classific 
onvicted RAPE OF A CHILD 
ffensos: 
avelTo: UMC-MORAN EYE 




Travel From: U4 213B, 
Pending 
Offenses: 
Date; 04/13/2006 Time: 09:10 
Changed: 04/11/2 !006 
>81-2352 
Be Transported By: BRANDOM-l-YMAN (jT^-fiL^" 
iterodBy: JANET WELCH Authored By: LARRY BENZON 
)A Accomodation Accomodation Comment 
SEATBELTS • Tko.*2?As/c^Y/a*W 
straints To Be Used: FULL Caution ; Q 
Restraint Instructions: 
flcor Instructions: 
Q Off ice Calls 
tructions: 
Start Time; 
Q ] Officer Calls From Home Q Officer Calls 
dical Items Transported: Q ] Consult Form D E R Record/Instructions 
] Medical Device QProscription Delivered To; 
ic/Miles 
Date and Time Out: 




"M ou -fyhbtf*~T T i m e Arrived: mo Total Time: Q*ill 
''015 
2?J" 
Total Run Miles 






C * » b l T ' UfeJ 
Pi ft UTAH CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT TRAVEL ORDER 
Entry Date: 04/12/2006 Time: 10:36 
Authority: MEDICAL 









Travel From: U4 
Parole Date: 
213B 




Travel To: G RTN MED 
To See: 
Date: 04/14/2006 Time: 
Comments: Changed: 04/12/2006 
OWV* I i4t*< 
To Be Transported By: STACY WILLDEN 




Restraints To Be Used: FULL Caution: [7] 
Restraint Instructions: 
Officer Instructions: 
QOff ice Calls 
Instructions: 
Start Time; 
| 1 Officer Calls From Home • officer Calls 
Medical Items Transported: QConsult Form Q ER Record/Instructions 
[^Medical Device [^Prescription Delivered To: 
: /l i 
Time/Miles 
Date and Time Out: 




/ j ^ 3 9
 T o t a | T j m e . ^3.-ST 
Total Run Miles jML 





6*.V+- 11 (f) 
I r^ DlO Offender Search <wjflio^l ^25) mm KgpiQsj*]; 
rseajrttyftscestmentUstino (wjrtrjcliJ 1.3) 
f t " 
| J & i e t k / ] j | AddA»»e»>reeirrt j | : Addf iea»ye»«nent 'g " Piint • i | ^ ^ ^ ^ ; - : : O j ^ ^ j ^ : Cancel ||; 
1 ^ Start] fiE Novel-delivered Applica... | ® Movel GroiyWise « Mai... | ft Dlb (w,app2$) \\ J? P ip Offender Search ... l« ;€ j t 9:44 AM 
Etijy ^UO 
UTAH CORRECTIONS 
DEPARTMENT TRAVEL ORDER 
Entry Date: £ 3 / Q I / ? O Q 6 Time; D7:3D 
Authority: MEDICAL 
Offchdcr Nome; JACKSON, LAWRENCE MARSHAL 
DOB; 05/11/1854 Classification! C2K 
Convicted RAPE OF A CHILD 
Offehsesi 
PI Held 
[ ] Records Hold 
Run De&ciption! J £ 
ICR Number: 
Court Case* 
Number; 28879 parole Date; 
Travel From: GE 602B 
Pending 
Offenses* 
Travel Tot IDRAPER-HOLD UMC 
T P See; 
Comments; 
APPT UMC 04/13/DB 6 09:10 
/*rA*e~ £>t>z1 
To Be Transported By! THOMAS PATTERSON 
Enured By; DARLENE PETERSON 
ADA Accomodation 
SEATBELTS^ j T\msJ2k^$ 





VtV « • J, iii mt I 
Date: 04/10/2006 Time: 
Changed: 03/01/2006 
LP /vie ©stf 




QOff icer Calls From Homo Q ] Officer Colls 
Medical Items Transported: [^Consult Form Q E R Record/Instructions 
• Medical Device Q Prescription Delivered To; /J/\ 
Tlmo/MRos *^" 
Dale and Time Out: 





/ * & 
£>£> S>Q Time Arrived: 
gS^O Total Time: " ^ •£ 
Totaf Run Mi(es -Zzo 
Time: 
Time! 
Wh. Lie, Number 4 ^ f f 7 7 
In Officer 
n-iest r> » *» «••»«# m i t »t*s • I f I f « I * . I ml I I M l I I »< « «%«* . *» « »«f ? 0*+,*,—% < <•• «f H I 
£ y . ' ^ - f U~) 
Entry Date: 02/28/2006 Time: 
Authority: MEDICAL 
Offender Name: JACKSON, LA 
UTAH CORRECTIONS ' 
DEPARTMENT TRAVEL ORDER 
12:51 
WRENCE MARSHAL 
DOB: 05/11/1954 Classification: C2K 
Convicted RAPE OF A CHILD 
Offenses; 
Travel To: UMC-MORAN EYE 
ToSoe: DR. GOLDSMITH 
Comments: 
5B1-2352 
To Be Transported By: BRANDDtU¥MAN c W - r i x 






Travel From: I 
Pending 
Offenses; 
H H o W 




Date: 04/13/2006 Time: 09:10 
Changed: 04/11/2006 
Authorized By; LARRY BENZON 
Accomodation Comment 
SEATBELTS • W,oj%lM^f/^hl 
Restraints To Be Used: FULL 
Restraint Instructions: 
Caution: p ] 
Officer Instructions: 
Q Office Calls 
nstructions: 
Start Time: 
p ] Officer Calls From Home £ ] Officer Calls 
rledical Items Transported: Qconsult Form Q ^ R Record/Instructions 
^ ] Medical Device P"] Prescription Delivered To: 
(me/Miles 
Date and Time Out: 









Total Run Miles 





e*iV,v n $) 
UTAH CORRECTIONS DEPARTMENT 
TRAVEL ORDER 
13 Hold 
T 1 Records Hold 
Entry Date: 04/12/2006 Time: 10:36 
Authority: MEDICAL 
Offender Name: JACKSON, LAWRENCE MARSHAL 
DOB: 05/11/1954 Classification; C2K 
Convicted RAPE OF A CHILD 
Offenses; 
Run Desciption: 2Z 
ICR Number: 
Court Case: 
Number: 28879 Parole Date: 
Travel From: U4 213B 
Pending 
Offenses: 
Travel To: G RTN MED 
To See; 
Comments; 
Date: 04/14/200$ Time: 
Changed: 04/12/2006 
CJW+ h$& 
To Be Transported By: STACY WILLDEN 








D Office Calls 
Instructions: 
Start Time: 
[""I Officer Calls From Home P I Officer Calls 
Medical ttems Transported: •consu l t Form Q E R Record/Instructions 
I [Medical Device QPrescription Delivered To: 
r /l trjjctior 
Tlmc/Mllos 
"Date and Time Out: ^"ff%?QQ//5J30 Time Arrived: 
Date and Time In: / 13&Q Total Time: *~3 . *S 
/ Total Run Miles } /D 
Housing Notification Veh. Lie. Number & "7 
Housing Officer: Time! 
Supervisor; Time: 
1 I U I IIIIV. 
SP# 28879 
tart Dale/Time End Date/Time 
Offender Name J A C K S O N , L A W R E N C E MARSHAL 





















































GB 309 B 




Wl 204 A 
TRANSPORTATION 
NORTH GATE 
Wl 204 A 
NORTH GATE 
TRANSPORTATION 
GC 202 B 
GE 607 B 
TRANSPORTATION 
U4 213 B 
TRANSPORTATION 
U4 213 B 
TRANSPORTATION 
GE 602 B 
INTAKE/CUCF ISSUE 
TRANSPORTATION 
U4 203 T 
TRANSPORTATION 























































JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
<£VL/ \- It, 
IN THE SLXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - MANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al. 
Defendants. 
THE STATE OF UTAH'S 
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERATION 
Case No. 040600383 
Judge Wallace A. Lee 
Pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 7(c), Defendant State of Utah files this 
memorandum opposing Plaintiff Lawrence Jackson's motion to reconsider. 
JACKSON'S MOTION IS IMPROPER 
AND SHOULD BE SUMMARILY DENIED 
The Utah Supreme Court "absolutely reject[s] the practice of filing postjudgment motions 
to reconsider." Gillett v. Price, 2006 UT 24 J 1,135 P.3d 861, 862 (Utah 2006). Moreover, the 
£*) t i r /(o 
court has held that, "regardless of the motion's substance, postjudgment motions to reconsider 
and other similarly titled motions will not toll the time for appeal because they are not 
recognized by our rules." Id. at ^ [ 7. Under Gillett, Jackson's motion must be summarily 
dismissed, and his time for appeal continues to run. 
This Court issued a detailed, comprehensive decision carefully citing applicable case law 
and citing extensively to the record, including Jackson's medical records, affidavits of officers 
involved in Jackson's case, and official policies and reports. Jackson has offered no reason for 
the Court to reverse itself, but simply reargues the law and facts. The proper place for Jackson to 
raise his arguments is with the appellate courts, not this Court. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, Defendant State of Utah respectfully asks this Court to 
summarily dismiss Jackson's motion for reconsideration. 
DATED this I \Q day of 2007. 
MARKL.SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney Geperal 
JONI J. XDNES 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
Litigation Division 
Attorneys for Defendants 
£&S^> 
2 
B x\ h>\ h )b 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this 16th day of October 2007,1 caused to be served by U.S. mail a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing THE STATE OF UTAH'S MEMORANDUM IN 
OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION to the following: 
Lawrence Jackson, USP 28879 
Utah State Prison 
P.O. Box 250 
Draper, Utah 84020 
^ M M L y «^L 
3 
Utah Department of Corrections 
Hearing Office 
^ X t ' t ' r / 5 26April2007 
Inmate Lawrence Jackson, 28879 
Oq. 3, 109 
RE: Grievance #990863919 
I have reviewed your grievance and other relevant information. There is no further administrative 
review available. If you are dissatisfied with this response and wish to take further action, 
this grievance answer will serve as evidence you have exhausted the administrative remedy 
process. Your only recourse is to seek a judicial remedy. 
You bring this grievance to level three claiming the level two response is still inadequate because 
grievance coordinator Billie Casper did not do any independent investigation into your 
complaints and that "neither did the prison officials answer a GRAMA records request appeal 
filed on 03-20-07." 
The grievance system has no authority over GRAMA records requests. Concerns should be 
addressed to Mr. Ed Kingsford at UDC administration. 
As to the rest of your claims, you have the burden of proof in an administrative grievance. There 
is no evidence, nor have you provided any, that would lead a reasonable person to believe 
someone stole or mishandled any of your US mail. 
Your requested grievance remedies are denied: 
Tom Anderson 
Hearing Office, 
Utah Department of Corrections 
Tracking #103 
State of Utah 
TOM PATTERSON 
Executive Director 
14717 South Minuteman Drive, Draper, UT 84020 • telephone (801) 545-5503 • facsimile (801) 545-5523 
t 2fl!l7 UC i ' LI n < M M9 
UJUKl", SANPETE COUiN I \ JffM 
160 North Main Street, Room 202 
P O Box 100 
Manti, UT 84642 
Telephone: 435-835-2121 Fax: 435-hi. .„5 
1:Y. 
. » . — . _ « . — _ .. _ -_ -. 1 
Lawrence M. Jackson, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
State of Utah 1., 
« 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER 
Case No. 0406000383 
A s s i g n ' x-.xfl.- " -H: .- 8 
The plaintiff filed a Motion for Reconsideration of the Court's Decision on Martinez 
Report. This Motion addresses the Court's Memorandum Decision dated J July 2007. The 
defendants responded with a Memorandum in Opposition. 
of all issues in this case. 
In light of the decision of the Utah Supreme Court, in Gillett v. Price, 135 P.3d 861 
(Utah, 2006), which absolutely rejects the practice of filing post judgment motions to reconsider, 
the plaintiffs Motion must be denied. 
T-.- -
Report is denied. 
Signed on v[ fl<Mu 
Wallace A. Lee? Disiict Ji idg^ 
£ At 4 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 040600383 by the method and on the date 
specified. 
METHOD .E 
.^AWRENCE M #28 879 JACKSON 
INMATE #28879 
Plaintiff 
OQUIRRH III 204-B 
UTAH STATE PRISON PO BOX 250 
DRAPER, UT 84 020 
JONI J JONES INMATE #28879 
Attorney DEF 
160 E 300 S 6TH FLR 
POB 14 0856 
SALT LAKE CITY UT 
84114-0856 
Dated this 2M day of Qr^rthlf- 10 Ol. 
4/ *X.+-<bUiA 
Court Clerk / 
Page 1 (last) 
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JONI J. JONES (7562) 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND rOR SANPETE COUN1 V 
STATE OF UTAH - MANT1 DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M. JACKSON, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
STATE OF UTAH, et al. 
Defendants. 
STATE U* u i AH'S ANSWER TO 
SECOND AMENDED COMPLAINT 
0600383 
• >z vv anace A. Lee 
Pursuant to the Court's order of December 7, 2006, the State of Utah hereby answers 
Plaint] -.r./ Constitutional Rights 
Violations (Amended Complaint, dated January 10, 2007) and asserts its defenses as follows: 
.•''IKS'!'!»KFFNSE 
Plaintiff fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted. 
SECOND DEFENSE 
The State responds to the allegations in the numbered paragraphs of Plaintiff s Second 
Amended Complaint as follows. 
3 - -• ; that Plaintiff was an inmate incarcerated at the Central Utah 
Correctional Facility (CUCF) and admits that during most, if not all, times relevant to the allegations 
2. The State admits that Plaintiff is currently housed at the Utah State Prison in Draper, 
Utah. 
_>. The State admits that this Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Utah Code Ann. §78-3-4, as 
Plaintiff seeks damages, not declaratory relief. 
4. The State admits that venue is proper in this Court. 
a. The State admits that during the time period of the allegations in the Second Amended 
Cc I nph .ii it a registei c d nil irse named Lisa Soper worked at CUCF providing medical care to 
inmates. The State denied that Lisa Soper committed any acts violative of Plaintiff s rights. 
i , 111 mi I in in il ill I in I'HVI niiiiim nihil I iiiillilv denies ' ' * Plaintiffs 
constitutional rights or otherwise acted "flagrantly", no > elated Plaintiffs rights under 
0. The State denies the allegations in paragraph five and under "Causes of Action" ~" e 
State expressly denies that it oi an) of its ei i iplo) ees /iolated Plaintiff s • :oi istitutu >. i. i u :ii > ill 
rights, or any other rights. 
RESPONSE TO PLAINTIFF'S UNNUMBERED K A(' I UAL AI ,JLl!X> ATJONS 
Ml I in! I if h Pld 11 IT"" f uluai allegations are not separately numbered, the State has 
numbered its response to correspond with the separate paragraphs in Plaintiffs complaint from 
pages t i? :) till! in : i igllll ::t :i l i i I = = i i t i t l : • :1 "Staten lerit Df the Facts " 
2 
November 15, 2003, Plaintiff 
attended a.m. pill line to receive a morning dose of insulin. The State admits that Plaintiff is an 
insulin dependant diabetic. Based on it ifoi i i lation ai id belief, the State denies the remaining 
allegations in unnumbered paragraph 1. 
2. Based on information and belief", the State denies that Mipu iiaiassa) Planum d 
wilh In i in about his "p.m. snack sacks." The State admits that the Department of Corrections (DOC) 
has, at times, had nurses check inmates' mouths after they take a pill to ensure the inmate has 
dispose of later. The State admits that nurses and medical 
technicians (med techs) often do check the amount of insulin an inmate has drawn to ensure the 
amount is consistent • it] i th s • :>i dei ed dosage Tl ie ; ; information or belief to 
admit or deny Plaintiffs allegations that Soper required Plaintiff to empty his pockets, and therefore 
denies those allegations. I he M.Hi ulnrinr lln itniiaiiiing allcgalioii1: mi IHIIHUMIH.TMI paragraph 2. 
3. fhe State denies that Soper refused Plaintiff his "medically prescribed doses of insulin" 
and denies that Soper ordered him to take a "lesser amount, lite, I '" "". L I M J u I M JN ] 
medical records, Plaintiff refused to take his insulin dosage on November"' 03 and on November 
8, 2003. The State denies that Soper argued with Plaintiff regarding .*.:> ..-.:. d ce. it: ,":man la t l s 
sn iff icient i:i ifoi i :i lation :: i belief to admit or deny Plaintiff's allegations regarding why he refused to 
take his insulin, and therefore denies those allegations. The State denies that Plaintiff asked to see 
. , treating pii)|( H iii" ' Mm u KM <' MHH n inn hlin '^irTiihri y "MiiHi 'piil denies that he submitted a 
written request to see the physician on those days. The State denies the remaining allegations in 
unnumbered paragraph 3. 
3 
The State avers that, according to DOC medical records, on November 7, 2003, Plaintiff 
refused at 7:59 a.m. to take his insulin and at 12:55 p.m., Soper reported to physician's assistant 
Barbara Hennagir that Plaintiff was taking a sliding scale of insulin at a higher dosage than ordered. 
The State asserts that Hennagir recorded in Plaintiffs chart that he could only take the ordered 
dosage, iinJ IJJII1 i' h> , l , , | n > ' "' ,l Mrn'ri l m«M> hr w»» (M h't' » iu | I ' ' I hi" PIM* in]iJt\l"1 (HCR) 
to see Dr. Burnham. 
Il I i| in iiiilli iiiiii ili in mil In l i r l , illii Sfjitc iidinil' 111 ml PliimlilT i i l l i r i i"liippn) r iiinfj 
altogether or ate very little during the period from November 7, 2003 through November 9, 2003. 
Upon information and belief, the State denies that I Mail itiff made v si 1: al i eqiiests to see a pi lysician 
during that time period and denies that Plaintiff requested or filled out health care request forms to 
see a physician during that time period. The State denies the remaining allegations in paragraph 4. 
5. Ihe State denies that Plaintiff refused food and insulin for five days. The State admits 
that, on or about November 9, 2003, Plaintiff fell and hit his face on a stool in his cell. The State 
i »i'i .vim I'in I drinks illiiiil PI i i i i l i f f w.'is iluipnnsnl \\l\h 
a fracture at the time o f the fal l . The State lacks sufficient information or belief to admit or deny the 
KJiiianiMH1 <illcg«iliini! in i ill 11 mi mi ii ill in in ml fiifiiari ipllh I'nr mini l l inr fn iT nln nirs Itm11 j l l r" t j | ini i i 
he State denies that Plaintiffs lacerations were sutured and asserts the lacerations were 
treated u..; ; steri-strips. I lit: Suae admits ilic remaining allegations in pai agraj: h 6 
7. I he State denies that Plaintiff was not seen by an eye specialist until February, 2004. 
The State avers that Plaintiff was seen by a specialist at the University of Utah Moran Eye 
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fracture and ordered a CT scan, and the following day the CUCF physician, Dr. Burnham, ordered 
the CT scan. The State denies the remaining allegations in unnumbered paragraph 7. 
8 1 1 :ie State dei lies tl lat C I JCF staff cancelled any appointment with an ophthalmologist. 
The State denies the remaining allegations in unnumbered paragraph 8. 
and therefore denies those allegations. 
I "ll I he State lacks sufficient ini brmation \n bdirl \n .uliiiil oi tieny I'ItJiMtif'P.s .il'|p|.'u1ions 
regarding his subjective experience of his injury and therefore denies those allegations. The State 
lacks sufficient information or belief to admit or deny the remaining allegations in unnumbered 
paragraph 10 anil flinrfiin rlmirs those allegations. 
COUNT I. [Labeled in Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint as "Medical 
Malpi 
Tie State denies that Soper or any other employee ever denied Plaintiff his medically 
prescribed dose of insulin 
prescribed for him and refused to take any insulin other than the amount he believed he should have. 
The State denies all remaining allegations in PlaintiJ I ".s uiiiiiitiiljiirci paiayiaph 11. 
12. The State denies the allegations in Plaintiffs unnumbered paragraph 12. 
COUNT II. [Labeled in Plaintiffs Second Amended Complaint as Constitutional 
Violations (Deliberate Indifference)] 
1
 ^  The State denies the allegations ii i Plaii it,.. unnumbered paragraph i :>, laoc 
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14. The State denies the allegations in P la in t i f f s unnumbered paragraph 14. 
[Constitution of Utah Article I, SLIIIOII {* \ lolations] 
l i e State denies the allegations in Plaint i ffs unnumbered paragraph 15. 
C O U N T III. [Labeled in P la int i f f s Second A m e n d e d Complaint as " S t a t e of Utah 
1 The State denies the allegations in P la in t i f f s unnumbered paragraph 16. 
I i c tti iiit'ii fl I n iillrj-'atioi is in: PI,. I in mi in Ili (T1 "„ IIMIIIIIIIIM ^ r a n t i 17. 
[United States Constitution A m e n d m e n t VIII (deliberate indiffer i 
II ^ . late denies the allegations JII Plan ill ill I \ in mi mil i in ill pan A\\\ \\\\\\ I 8. 
19. The State denies the allegations in P la in t i f f s unnumbered paragraph 19. 
n i
 Violation of Title II of the Amer icans w i th Disabilities i VJLIAJ OI 1 
q-
/J i The State denies the allegations in P la in t i f f s unnumbered paragraph 20 . 
11J11KD D E F E N S E 
Pla in t i f fs state law claims against the State are limited, subject to and/or barred by the 
i n n 1 i i n i i ' i I I I I ! I HI i l i i i f P v i M i n i i m l T i I I in 11 in in i mi mi in i mi II <i \ i l l l 1 ill in i "o i l i I I I I I I I ' j f ! )61 1 0 I e l M U | . 
F O U R T H D E F E N S E 
Plaint iff s recovery under his slain ILi'i hiiii1. ill .iin , .IIIIIII liiiiil1 ill il i llllu ,nIn nini1, - m I lurih 
in Utah Code Ann. §63-30-34. 
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FIFTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs state law claims are barred under §63-30-3(1) of the Utah Governmental 
Immunity Act because the State is entitled to immunity and such immunity has not been waived. 
SIXTH DEFENSE 
The State of Utah is not subject to a suit for damages. 
SEVENTH DEFENSE 
The State of Utah is entitled to sovereign immunity from all of Plaintiff s claims based on 
the Federal Constitution. 
EIGHTH DEFENSE 
Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of waiver and estoppel. 
NINTH DEFENSE 
The State denies each and every allegation of the Second Amended Complaint which is 
not specifically admitted or otherwise pleaded to herein, and the State reserves the right to assert 
other affirmative defenses as they become known. 
PRAYER AND JURY DEMAND 
The State prays that the Second Amended Complaint be dismissed with prejudice as no 
cause of action and that the State be awarded its costs incurred and such other relief as the Court 
deems just. The State demands trial by jury on all of Plaintiff s claims. 
7 
«p1 A-DATED th isc^ day of January, 2007. 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney General 
JONI JMONES 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
Litigation Division 
Attorneys for Defendant State of Utah 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this of January 2007,1 caused to be served by U.S. mail a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing STATE OF UTAH'S ANSWER TO SECOND AMENDED 
COMPLAINT to the following: 
Lawrence M. Jackson 
Inmate # 28879 
Cedar 2-214-B 
Central Utah Correctional Facility 
P.O. Box 550 
Gunnison, Utah 84634 
^cnrnMltJL 
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JONI J. JONES (7562) Ex'ib , ' i - / £ . 
Assistant Utah Attorney General 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF (4666) 
Utah Attorney General 
Attorneys for Defendants 
160 East 300 South, Sixth Floor 
P.O. Box 140856 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84114-0856 
Telephone: (801) 366-0100 
IN THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR SANPETE COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH - M ANTI DIVISION 
LAWRENCE M.JACKSON, : MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
. MOTION TO DISMISS 
Plaintiff, : 
. Case No. 040600383 
STATE OF UTAH, etal. : Judge K.L. Mclff 
Defendants. 
Pursuant to Rule 7(c) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant Utah Department 
of Corrections (the State) files this memorandum of points and authorities supporting its motion 
to dismiss for failure to state a claim upon which relief may be granted. 
INTRODUCTION 
Pro se plaintiff Lawrence M. Jackson (Jackson) is an inmate housed in Gunnison, Utah. 
Jackson has sued the State alleging a medical malpractice claim and a federal constitutional 
claim under the Eighth Amendment. Jackson's suit against the State fails as a matter of law. 
First, the Utah Governmental Immunity Act ("Immunity Act") bars all state law claims against 
the state when the injuries arise out of incarceration. Thus Jackson's claim premised on 
purported medical malpractice is barred. Second, Jackson's federal constitutional claim fails 
because the State is not a "person" for purposes of suits brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, the 
statutory vehicle for vindicating violations of federal statutory or constitutional rights. Even 
accepting all of Jackson's claims as true, his lawsuit against the state fails as a matter of law. 
RELEVANT FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS 
For purposes of this motion to dismiss only, the State does not dispute the facts alleged in 
Jackson's complaint. 
1. Jackson is an inmate housed at the Central Utah Correctional Facility in Gunnison. 
And at all times relevant to this lawsuit he was an inmate at the Gunnison facility. (Compl. at p. 
i.) 
2. Jackson is an insulin-dependant diabetic. (Id. at p. 2.) 
3. Jackson alleges that beginning on November 15, 2003, medical personnel at the 
Central Utah refused to give him an adequate dose of insulin. (Id.) 
4. Jackson alleges that as a result of the inadequate dosage of insulin, he fainted and fell, 
severely injuring his eye. (Id. at p. 4.) 
5. Jackson has brought claims of "personal injury," (Count I), "medical malpractice" 
(Count II) and a claim for cruel and unusual punishment (Count III). (Compl. pp. 6-7.) 
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6. The complaint names the Utah Department of Corrections as the defendant. {Id. at p. 
2.) 
7. Jackson seeks compensatory and punitive damages. {Id. at p. 7.) 
ARGUMENT 
A motion to dismiss under Rule 12(b)(6) should be granted if, accepting all of the 
allegations in the complaint as true, plaintiff could not recover from the defendant as a matter of 
law. See, e.g., Mackey v. Cannon, 2000 UT App 36, HI3, 996 P.2d 1081; Advanced 
Cardiovascular Sys., Inc. v. ScimedLife Sys.f Inc., 988 F.2d 1157, 1160 (D. C. Cir. 1993) (rule 
12(b)(6) should terminate suits that "are fatally flawed in their legal premises and destined to 
fail"). Jackson's state and federal constitutional claims are fatally flawed and should be 
dismissed with prejudice. 
I. JACKSON'S CLAIMS FOR NEGLIGENCE AND MEDICAL MALPRACTICE 
ARE BARRED UNDER THE IMMUNITY ACT. 
Jackson cannot sue the State for negligence, including medical malpractice, because the 
Immunity Act bars inmates from bringing such claims. The Utah courts apply a three-step test to 
determine whether a governmental entity is immune from suit: (1) Is the activity involved a 
governmental function so that blanket immunity applies? (2) If so, is immunity waived for the 
type of claim plaintiff has asserted? (3) If immunity is waived, does plaintiffs claim fall into 
one of the exceptions to the waiver? Ledfors v. Emery County School District, 849 P.2d 1162, 
1164 (Utah 1993). 
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Under the first step, the State was engaged in a governmental function when it provided 
medical care for Jackson while he was incarcerated. The Immunity Act defines "governmental 
function" broadly to include "any act, failure to act, operation, function, or undertaking of a 
governmental entity." Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-2(4)(a) (1997 & Supp. 2001). Under this 
definition, anything a governmental entity does is classed as a governmental function, so the 
State's care for Jackson while he was imprisoned is a governmental function and hence 
immunity applies. See also Sheffield v. Twner, 445 P.2d 367, 368 (1968) (operation of state 
prison held to be governmental function). 
Under the second step, immunity is waived because Jackson has asserted a negligence 
(negligence and medical malpractice) claim. See Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10 ("Immunity from 
suit of all governmental entities is waived for injury proximately caused by a negligent act or 
omission of an employee committed within the scope of employment... .") 
Under the third step, however, there is an exception to the waiver that applies. Immunity 
for negligence claims is waived, "except if the injury arises out of, in connection with, or results 
from . . . the incarceration of any person in any state prison." Utah Code Ann. § 63-30-10(10) 
(1997 & Supp. 2001) (emphasis added). 
In determining whether an exception to immunity under section 63-30-10 applies, courts 
must "focus on the conduct or situation out of which the injury arose. If a subpart of section 63-
30-10 describes that conduct or situation, then immunity is preserved." Malcolm v. State of 
Utah, 878 P.2d 1144, 1147 (Utah 1994) (citation omitted). In this case, section 63-30-10(10) 
describes the exact situation in this case: Jackson alleges he was injured based on purportedly 
4 
negligent medical care he received while he was incarcerated in the Central Utah Correctional 
Facility. Jackson's negligence and medical malpractice claims are accordingly barred under the 
incarceration exception. 
Not only is this conclusion inevitable under the plain language of the Immunity Act, but 
it is also mandated by controlling case law. The Utah Supreme Court has expressly held that the 
Immunity Act's incarceration exception bars negligence claims brought by prisoners. In Madsen 
v. State, 583 P.2d 92, 92-93 (Utah 1978), the Court upheld the trial court's dismissal of a 
wrongful death claim, brought by the wife and daughter of a prisoner who died while he was 
incarcerated,.as barred by Section 63-30-10(10). Id. at 92. On appeal, the plaintiffs argued that 
the prisoner's death did not "arise out o f incarceration within the meaning of the Immunity Act 
because he died after surgery, allegedly because prison officials failed to promptly obtain 
medical aid when other inmates notified officials that the prisoner was having trouble breathing 
after the surgery. Id. at 92. The Madsen court flatly rejected this argument: 
The plain meaning of the section [63-30-10(10)] reflects a legislative intent to 
retain sovereign immunity for any injuries occurring while the incarcerated 
person is in prison and under the control of the State. Since this injury occurred 
while [the prisoner] was under the control of prison officials, the governmental 
entities . . . are both immune from liability. 
Id. at 93 (emphasis added) (footnote omitted). Under Madsen, Jackson's state law negligence 
and medical malpractice claims fail.1 
1
 The Madsen court also rejected the plaintiffs' argument that Section 63-30-10(10) was unconstitutional under the 
14th Amendment to the Federal Constitution and Article I, Section 24 of the Utah Constitution. See id. at 94. 
5 
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Based on the plain language of Section 63-30-10(10), and Utah Supreme Court case law 
interpreting it, Jackson's state law claims based on negligence fail as a matter of law. The State 
accordingly asks this Court to dismiss the claim with prejudice. 
II. JACKSON'S EIGHTH AMENDMENT CLAIM BECAUSE THE STATE IS NOT 
A "PERSON." 
Jackson has brought a claim based on an alleged violation of the Eighth Amendment 
against the State. (See Compl. at 6-7, Count III.) Although Jackson only references the Eighth 
Amendment in his complaint, claims for violation of the federal constitution or of federal law are 
brought pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 1983. That statute provides a remedy against "[e]very person 
who, under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom, or usage of any State . . . subjects 
or causes to be subjected . . . to the deprivation of any rights, privileges or immunities secured by 
the Constitution and laws . . . . " 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (emphasis added). The statute "creates no 
substantive civil rights, only a procedural mechanism for enforcing them." Wilson v. Meeks, 52 
F.3d 147, 152 (10th Cir. 1995). 
In order to be sued under section 1983, an entity must be a "person" as that term has been 
defined by the courts. Ambus v. Utah State Bd. ofEduc, 858 P.2d 1372, 1376 (Utah 1993) 
(citing Will v. Michigan Dept of State Police, 491 U.S. 58, 71 (1989)). "Neither the state, nor a 
governmental entity that is an arm of the state for Eleventh Amendment purposes, nor a state 
official who acts in his or her official capacity, is a 'person' within the meaning of § 1983." 
Harris v. Champion, 51 F.3d 901, 905-06 (10th Cir. 1995); Will, 491 U.S. at 71. 
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The State of Utah is not a person amenable to suit under Section 1983, nor is the Utah 
Department of Corrections, since it is an "arm of the state." Arms of the state are considered to 
be those "entities created by state governments that operate as alter egos or instrumentalities of 
the state." Watson v. University of Utah Med. Ctr., 75 F.3d 569, 575 (10th Cir. 1996) (citing 
Mascheroni v. Board of Regents of the Univ. of California, 28 F.3d 1554, 1559 (10th Cir. 1994)). 
The Department of Corrections is an instrumentality of the state. See Utah Code Ann. § 
64-13-2 (2000) ("There is created a Department of Corrections, under the genera] supervision of 
the executive director of the department. The department is the state authority for corrections . . . 
.") It is a specific state agency that enjoys the state's Eleventh Amendment immunity. The 
result is that it is not a "person" within the meaning of § 1983. Accordingly, Jackson's section 
1983 claim against the Utah Department of Corrections should be dismissed with prejudice 
because Section 1983 does not provide a remedy against this entity. 
Jackson also mentions in passing, on page 1, Jerry Jorgensen. The complaint states that 
Mr. Jorgensen "is the warden for the Utah Correctional facility" at Gunnison. (Compl. at p. 1.) 
The complaint does not mention Mr. Jorgensen again. Insofar as Jackson is attempting to allege 
a claim against Mr. Jorgensen, such a claim fails. 
Under section 1983, an "affirmative link" between each defendants conduct and the 
alleged constitutional deprivation must be plead and proven. Stidham v. Peace Officer Standards 
& Training, 265 F.3d 1144, 1156 (10th Cir. 2001). "Personal participation is an essential 
allegation in a § 1983 claim." Bennett v. Passic, 545 F.2d 1260,1262-63 (10th Cir. 1976). 
"Where a complaint alleges no specific act or conduct on the part of the defendant and the 
7 
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complaint is silent as to the defendant except for his name appearing in the caption, the 
complaint is properly dismissed, even under the liberal construction to be given pro se 
complaints." Potter v. Clark, 497 F.2d 1206, 1207 (7th Cir. 1974). See also Lewis v. Cook 
County Dep't of Corrections, 28 F. Supp.2d 1073, 1079 (N.D. 111. 1998). 
Because there are no allegations linking Mr. Jorgensen to the alleged constitutional 
violation, he is "entitled to be dismissed from the lawsuit." Linebarger v. Williams, 11 F.R.D. 
682, 684 (E.D. Okl. 1977). 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the State asks this Court to dismiss Jackson's suit against it with 
prejudice. 
DATED this J I day of &/^far+suxA ^ 2005. 
MARK L. SHURTLEFF 
Utah Attorney General 
JONI y O N E S 
Assistant Utah Attor 
Litigation Division 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this r \ day of February, 2005,1 caused to be served by U.S. mail a true 
and correct copy of the foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS to the following: 
Lawrence M. Jackson 
Inmate # 28879 
Cedar 2-214-B 
Central Utah Correctional Facility 
P.O. Box 550 
Gunnison, Utah 84634 
P>feVM^ /\^\M*J^ 
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Utah Department of Corrections 
Hearing Office £x,'l& •» I 
23 August 2006 
Inmate Lawrence Jackson, USP # 28879 
Oq2,304 
RE: Grievance #990861416 
I have reviewed your grievance and other relevantinfonnatioiL There is no further administrative 
review available. If you are dissatisfied with this response and wish to take further action, 
your only recourse Is to seek a judicial remedy. 
You bring this grievance to the third level claiming that, predictably, the second level grievance 
answer supported prison officials and you just want a third level response so you can go to court 
I concur with the first and second level answers. Transportation of inmates is arguably the most 
dangerous assignment for corrections officers. Recent murders in "other states committed by 
inmates during transports reinforce this undisputed fact Extraordinary security measures must be 
taken during transports. The officer made every effort to address your complaints within policy 
guidelines. 
Being uncomfortable during secure transports is one of the unfortunate consequences of coming 
to prison. It is to be expected The UDC transport policy is reasonable and effective. 
Your requested remedies are denied. 
Tom Anderson 
Hearing Office, 
Utah Department of Corrections 
Trac1dn*#284 
State of Utah 
SCOTT V. CARVER 
Executive Director 
14717 South Mioutcnan Drive, Draper, Ml S4020 * telephone (801) 545-5503 • fecsimiTc (801)545-5523 
University of Utah 
Moran Eye Center 
Jason A- Goldsmith, MO 
Assistant Professor 
Glaucoma and Cataract 
Department of Ophthalmology ana Visual Services 
John A. Morah Eye Canter, liniversity of Utah 
50 Nohh Medical Drive 
Sail Lake pity, Utah 84132 
(800'581-2352•FAX! (801) 5BL3357 
December 15,2005 
Dr. Bumbam 
Central Correctional Facility 
P. O. Box 898 
Gunnison. UT 84634 
Exi'h>'l )0 
late with 
Re: Lawrence Jackson 
DOB: 5/11/54 
MRN: 12426326 
JMECNo.: J 66308 
Dear Dr. Burnham: 
I am writing to you with regard lo Mr, Lawrence Jackson, a 51 year-old African-American inn 
glaucoma. He has a history of trauma to his left and, indeed, his glaucomatous optic ncuropatljy is. at this 
point, isolaied lo his left eye. However, it is certainly possible that he simply hasopen angle glaucoma that 
has manifested early in his left eye only. For this reason, I have started him on Travalan one diop OU at 
night. It is very important that he adhere lo this therapy, and that there not be any instances of pvenings on 
which he does not take his medication. 
Thank you very much for your assistance in the care of this most pleasant patient; and do not hfcshate io 
contact me with any further questions or concerns. 
Sincerely. 




D: 12/J 3/05 
T: \V\W6 
The Moran £j v Center Campaign for Vision (*}. Y o 1:'! I S £ 6 T 
j-tfwicuue jacxson, Z55/JJ 
Numerical R e s u l t s : 2 3 4 , 0 0 
Comment: PTRPT. SACK ISSUED 
* * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* Transaction Type: CHARTING - OBSERVATI 
* Transaction ID: 646646 Encounter ID:0 
* Charted By: DAVID RICH, M Date: 04/15/2006 
* Authorized By: DAVID RICH, RN Date: 04/15/2006 Time: 07:30 
************************************************* ******************* 
Insulin given?: YES 
Comment: 15 REG 30 NPH 
Numerical Results; 140.00 
Comment: PT RPT. 
• f r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* Transaction Type: MEDICATION ADMINISTE 
* Transaction ID: 64 6497 Encounter ID:0 
* Transaction Reference ID: 469371 
* Charted By: DAVID RICH, FN Date: 04/15/2006 
* Authorized By: DAVID RICH, RN Date: 04/15/2006 Time: 06:47 
********************* *********************************************** 
Dose: 1 
Drug: AMITRIPTYLIN TAB 75MG (AMITRIPTYLINE HCL TAB 75 MG) 
Quadrant: A 




Issued By: drich 
************************** ****************************************** 
* Transaction Type: CHARTING - OBSERVATI 
* Transaction ID: 644945 Encounter ID:0 
* Charted By: DAVID RICH, RN Date: 04/14/2006 
* Authorized By: DAVID RICH, RJ* Date: 04/14/2006 Time: 15:46 
****************************** **************************************** 
Insulin given?: YES 
Comment! 13 REG 24 NPfi 
*********************************************************************** 
* Transaction Type: PAT CENT ASSESSMENT 
* Transaction ID: 641843 \ Encounter ID:0 
* Charted By: MARTIN TODD HANSEN,EMT Date: 04/14/2006 
* Authorized By:-MARTIN TODD HANSEN,EMT Date: 04/14/2006 Time: 02:34 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 4 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Complaint Type: 
Chief Complaint: LOW BLOOD SUGAR 
Guide Category: NURSING 




Nursing note: Called to U-4 for report of this inmate not responding to 
officers. Upon arrival inmate; was being restrained and being cooperative. 
Inmate was slow to respond to questions but, was able to answer them properly. 
Officers had given inmate 1/2* tube of oral glucose prior to my arrival with.no 
change in mental status. Initial B.S. check was 64. I gave inmate the second 
half of the oral glucose, and: rechecked sugar after 5 mins. with result of 67. 
Inmate was given a half and amp of D-50 with result of 74, and inmate was A40X4 
at that time. Inmate was given the last half of D-50, and sugar checked with 
result of 100. I contacted infirmary and gave D. Earnshaw W$&Wj& r*M$ts^*m^l 
he said to give the inmate, somethincr to eat to maintain the'*"" 
es ! / o / i s> v K <A J 
i i —if! ~ T » 
I N n-E QESIRKT CORT OF THE, IWFPTOsaw. rasirarr 
UN PfOFOfrSHJ: LAKE QCLNTY, S W E O F UPH 









\KJ : /i p/a/Ai"+i-H- **\y Not t>n^ or pUKSWfc 
v y &H}Zr Ci/,7aci t,'oA) o r prot&toifNt) based £><£0N ~ft*, 
scx»}^ Si<*o/'<uf h-Tott^ c^;/osf"-ftn, employ te, o r e^fccb^o-f 
: 'a ;,*), M/U I QSJj C/'J, -fke, iMPloy l e ac-feol or -fai led 'fo ac.+ 
Tkror.^f.. ^ ( i u c ( £ r r^oil i 'cei• vS&e, (X/.SO paj'Agn^ph *+ of^Hn/i 
~7h£ e~icks,Qtfct/onQnii'ssj'ON£ O&nnplcuAWj o f / j /7v) V/C) 
/^f' '0/0 o f U f a h Odd/d'af (Led® (UTC)$72~35-5,PdNoSit t t 
for L0rc/o^fu( /fc/r of DtfeNcJoirvJf. Thi's 5ecf/oA> pro^cfes 
of f^j «. ojn'f a>f habeas covpui, or- Jf-fi^ 0(<if<Lf\jdc^ ~f o-r 
AAi\y Otfr'CSV U)i/(fully foj i / l +o C o ^ y CO^h-fKe /e$<\/ d ^ & T 
irnpo5ec( M^O / V ^ , > v o r f f hed<sob^y.r -tf\& ord|<L^o£ disdfvyi, 
he ts^ui'My afa Cfaxs B mfs6^ry\at\^rf cuv l^ vSfooJ/ <\ISQ 
(•CiffZi't fo~tti ^ p^ «<ScjO Qgrre.i/€c| Aicrf more,"HAOLA3 5^y(y)C). 
3 a c k 5 0 / u V-v^gf.2-OrAis AfofVte, 
f o r f e i f u r e / y 
tA>i'/fA*f(y c/a/fty/A)^ >w?y *<ccer.s" A» adequate OAJC( f/Vi^fy 
KHftJi'ca/ Car* . , //i/C/MOl/V^ Scift*)i'jruArfti/ foo J s f u f f r ,0£ 
P/OVMQ.J t'K> 7kz> UR<J> Rulcj 6 5 # iAifatKti'o/0
 } o*>cf 
Severn ( acts o f fo^a-ssr^W" - f a^ j^y Ov/pk\wts +o 
/;c/u"te*v) o\/JT /\ fm bs.>~ jQ/^cl -to Cap-fu! /O f^s nwj«.r\) -
^ 0A> ^ K - C f i x D l r / Z-ff-O?.; S^SLO^-h ZO^ALT CwoJl O f f i ' c e ^ 
S i v / c / ^ / W rtdut<idfry Oat+tf-CAll | GCfcdfetoiv) +
 rVv) e -ftom 
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UNNISON VALLEY HOSPIt. 
GUNNISON, UTAH 
X-RAY REPORTS 
NAME: LAWRENCE JACKSON#28879 DATE: 
DOB: 05/11/1954 DOCTOR: 
AGE: 49Y X-RAY #: 
DECEMBER 29, 2003 
BRUCE BURNHAM, M.D. 
.16483 MR#: 17166 (CUCF) 
REVISED COPY 
6x,'l '^ l(h') 
CLINICAL INFORMATION: L ORBITAL FX 
CT OF FACIAL BONES: 
Images were obtained at 1.6 mm intervals with axial and coronal reformats at 3 mm intervals. 
Minimal mucosal thickening is present in the inferior aspect of the right frontal sinus as it joins the 
ethmoid air cells. Moderate mucosal thickening with some opacification is present in left sided ethmoid 
air cells. Sphenoid air cells are incompletely developed and are clear. Mucosal thickening obstructs 
bilateral ostiomeatal units, left greater than right. Mild mucosal thickening is present in bilateral 
maxillary antra. Left sided nasal spur with mild leftward nasoseptal deviation. Moderate right sided 
middle and inferior turbinate enlargement. 
Minor irregularity of the left inferior orbital wall cannot be excluded. If the patient sustained significant 
trauma to the left orbit, tb* possibility of an inferior orbital floor fracture cannot be excluded. 
RADIOLOGIC DIAGNOSIS: 
MODERATE CHANGES OF CHRONIC SINUSITIS, MAINLY INVOLVING THE 
ETHMOID (LEFT GREATER THAN RIGHT) AND MAXILLARY SINUSES. MINIMAL 
RIGHT FRONTAL SINUS DISEASE. NO SIGNIFICANT SPHENOID SINUS DISEASE. 
MILD LEFTWARD NASOSEPTAL DEVIATION WITH LEFT SIDED NASAL SPUR. 
POSSIBLE SUBTLE FRACTURE OF THE FLOOR OF THE LEFT ORBIT. NO 
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MEDICAL UNIT 
PRIVATE 
. .«• ; o*o ttZ/J C L C * ILKDlCAtJ 
• - CONNIE 1£Q01 
CONSULTATION REQUEST 
UTAH STATE PRISON iMEDlCAL BUREAU 
INMATE'S NAME 
BIRTHDATE O ^ H | fr^r HOUSING CUCF-flgfeft i f e R» 
USP# ^33 . 
REFERRAL TO / gfA^ f-J- CLINIC DATE OF CONSULT /3>- l7 -F ^ 
l>r- <: fUWi'nt-VK 
<0H "for^lMCgHt^^ 
REFERRING CLINICIAN 
CONSULTANTS EVALUATION (PHOTOCOPY OF CLINIC RECORD IS PREFERRED) 
- / V £ fit. k&& afe*. Cf tic&jJ^ 
--M1} 
J§L *k> A- A A ^ rus 4 J^tpf 1(fc* 
&>T }U<VHAU&\ Vl (**&- F7eJc£ Q"j£ ^cJpUp^> 
RETURN APPOINTMENT MADE FOR DATE. TIMB 
CONSULTANT'S SIGNATURE 
IMMEDIATELY UPON RETURN TO THE PRISON SITE SEND RETURN CUNIC APPOINTMENT 
REQEST. COPY OF CLINIC RECORD, AND PRESCRIPTIONS TO THE PRISON WITH THE 
TRANSPORTATION OFFICER. CONSULTANT'S PRESCRIPTIONS WILL B£ REVIEWED, BY THE 
PRISON PHYS1CJCAN AND FILLED BY THE PRISON'S REGISTERED PHARMACIST. 
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STATE'S MOTION TO DISMISS is scheduled. 
Date: 01/23/2002 
Time: 09:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - N45 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
450 SOUTH STATE 
SLC, UT 84111-1860 
Before Judge: TIMOTHY R. HANSON 
State's motion to dismiss petition (30 minute setting) 
Judge Hanson's law clerk request curtesy copies be provided 10 
prior to hearing. 
11-27-01 STATE'S MOTION TO DISMISS scheduled on January 23, 2002 at 
09:00 AM in Fourth Floor - N45 with Judge HANSON. 
12-10-01 Filed: Letter to Court from Petitioner 
12-31-01 Filed: Letter to Court dated 12/25/01 from petitioner 
12-31-01 Filed: Complaint for Enforcment of a URCP Rule 65A Injunction 
and Request for an Order to Show Cause 
12-31-01 Filed: Affidavit in Support of Complaint for Enforcment of a 
URCP Rule 65A Court Order 
01-23-02 Filed: Rebuttal memorandum to respondant's answer to the URCP, 
65(b) Petition 
01-23-02 Minute Entry - Minutes for MINUTE ENTRY 











Plaintiff(s): LAWRENCE M JACKSON 
Defendant's Attomey(s): SHAREL REBER 
Video 
Tape Number: 1/23/02 Tape Count: 9:21/10:01 
HEARING 
This matter is before the Court for oral argument on respondent, 
State of Utah's motion to dismiss. Appearances as shown above. 
Oral argument is presented to the Court. The Court reviews 
petitioners memorandum submitted in court today. 
Based upon the foregoing, and the Court's findings, the State's 
motion to dismiss petition is granted, with exception, that the 
Court's interim order remains in full force and effect. 
This Order requires the doctors at the prison to strictly comply 
with the medical requirements of petitioner. 
Counsel for the State is to prepare the appropriate findings of 
fact and conclusions of law, and order as directed by the Court. 
01-25-02 Filed: Letter to the Court from Lawrence M. Jackson kathys 
Printed: 01/27/03 08:51:37 Page 4 
CASE NUM3ER 010904240 Post Conv Rel NonCap 
01-25-02 Filed: Notice of Appeal of Final Judgment in a Rule 65-B 
3RD DISTRICT COURT - SALT LAKE 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
LAWRENCE M JACKSON vs. CLINT FRIEL 
CASE NUMBER 010904240 Post Conv Rel NonCap 
:URRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
TIMOTHY R. HANSON 
PARTIES 
Plaintiff - LAWRENCE M JACKSON 
Draper, UT 84020 
Defendant - STATE OF UTAH 
Represented by: SHAREL REBER 
Defendant - UTAH STATE PRISON 















Case filed by candices candices 
Judge HANSON assigned. candices 
Filed: Affidavit of impecuniosity candices 
Filed: Letter to Court from Lawrence Jackson re inmate account kathrygw 
Filed: Letter to Court from Lawrence M. Jackson to amend his 
petition kathrygw 
Filed: Letter to Ut St Prison inmate acct dept, Chris Olsen evelynt 
Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner kathrygw 
Filed: Notice of Determination of Filing Fee ($11.75) kathrygw 
Filed: Motion motion for enlargement of time in which 
tochallenge the fee assessment evelynt 
Filed order: Motion for enlargement of time in which to 
challenge the fee assessment is granted. kathrygw 
Judge thanson 
Signed June 26, 2001 
Filed: Letter to Court from Lawrence M. Jackson kathrygw 
Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner with attached Memorandum 
Challenging Determination of Fee Assesment kathrygw 
Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner with attached documents kathrygw 
Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner with attached Affidavit 
; • °l/27/03 08:51:32 Page 1 
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of Petitioner and Affidavit of Steven Shane Tingey 
01 Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner with attached documents 
01 Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner with attached documents 
01 Filed: Letter to Court dated 7/8/01 from petitioner with 
attachments 
Filed: Letter to Court dated 7/8/01 from petitioner with 
attachments 
Filed: Letter to Court dated 7/8/01 from petitioner 
01 Filed: Ct's M.E.: Petitioner may proceed without prepayment, 
petitioner is still obligated to make monthly payments towards 
the assessed filing fee until amt is paid in full, respondent 
is to file an answer within 20 days from date of order, etc 
Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner (see ME of 8/2/01, no 
action required) 
Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner 
Filed: URCP Rule 65A Motion for a Preliminary Injunction and 
Temporary Restraining Order 
Filed: Affidavit in Support of URCP Rule 65A Application for a 
Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary Injunction 
Filed: Respondent's Motion to Dismiss 
Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss 
01 HABEAS CORPUS WRIT HEARING scheduled on September 11, 2001 at 
10:00 AM in Fourth Floor - N45 with Judge HANSON. 
01 Notice - NOTICE for Case 010904240 ID 905377 
HABEAS CORPUS WRIT HEARING is scheduled. 
Date: 09/11/2001 
Time: 10:00 a.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - N45 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
4 50 SOUTH STATE 
SLC, UT 84111-1860 


















Extraordinary Writ hearing is set for a one hour setting. 
08-30-01 Filed: **NOTE** copy of Notice of Habeas Corpus Writ Hearing 
sent to James Beadles returned; re-sent to David K. Gardner 
Filed: Letter dated 9/6/01 to the Court from petitioner 
Letter dated 9/5/01 to the Court from petitioner 
09-11-01 Minute Entry - Minutes for MINUTE ENTRY 










Plaintiff(s): LAWRENCE M JACKSON 
Defendant's Attorney(s): DAVID K. GARDNER 
Video 
Tape Number: 9/11/01 Tape Count: 9:56/10:20 
Printed: 01/27/03 08:51:34 Page'2 
CASE NUMBER 010904240 Post Conv Rel NonCap 
HEARING 
U K W J KJ± t 
BKHO!^ 1 
This matter is before the Court for hearing petitioners claim that 
he has not been provided his prescription medication and diet. Mr. 
Jackson is present and representing himself pro se. State is 
represented as indicated herein. 
Based upon representations to the Court, the Court will enter an 
order wherein the Utah State Prison is to provide petitioner his 
medications and food boxes on a regular and timely basis, in 
accordance with the doctor's instructions. 
The State's motion to dismiss is not before the Court today. 
Petitioner's motion to allow 30 days in which to respond to the 
motion is granted. Petitioner is to submit his response by 
10/11/01, and the State will have 10 days to file any reply. 
The dourt will diary this case to 10/29/01, and then consider the 
merits of the case. 
Counsel for the State is to file an order regarding the hearing 
today. 
J9-11-01 Filed: level I grievance State response Ut State Prison 
59-11-01 Filed: Supplement of grievance page 
39-H-oi Filed: motion for supplemental pleadings • 
W-ll-oi Filed: Inmate grievance form 
09-H-oi Filed: inmate grievance form 
09-12-01 Filed order: Order 
Judge thanson 
Signed September 12, 2001 
°9-2l-01 Filed: Letter to Court from the petitioner at Ut St Prison, 
date 9/17/01 
01 Filed: Letter to Court from the petitioner dated 9/18/01 
01 Filed: Ct's M.E:Petitioner's motion for modification or Court's 
Order of 9/12/01 is denied, no order necessary, M.E. stands as 
order 
Ct's M.E: Ct copies petitioner's letters to counsel for 
respondent, as attached to this M.E. 
01 Filed: Letter to Court dated 10/15/01 from petitioner 
01 Filed: Letter to Court dated 10/16/01 from petitioner 
01 Filed: Letter to Court dated 10/8/01 from petitioner 
01 Filed: Petitioner's Rebuttal to Respondent's Answer to URCP 
Rule 65B Writ for Extraordinary Relief 
01 Filed: Letter to Court from petitioner 
01 Filed: Petition for Supplimental Relief to Include Damages 
Jury Trial Demanded 
01 Filed: Letter dated 11/7/01 from petitioner to the Court 
-01 Filed: Letter dated 11/13/01 from Petitioner to the Court 
01 Filed: Letter dated 11/18/01 to Court from petitioner 
°1 Filed: Motion for Enforcment of a Court Order and Supporting 
Affidavit kathrygw 
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Note: Cert, copy of Notice of Appeal forwarded to Court of 
Appeals kathys 
Filed: Motion for Enlargement of Time to Submit Motion for New 
Trial or Amend Judgment kathrygw 
Filed: Letter dated 1/27/02 to the Court from Lawrence Jackson kathrygw 
Filed: Letter to the Court from petitioner kathrygw 
Filed: Motion for a New Trial and or Amendment of Judgment kathrygw 
Filed: Memorandum in Support of Motion for a New Trial or an 
Amendment of the Judgment kathrygw 
Filed: Letter from Court of Appeals - Noa received, Court of 
Appeals No. 20020097-ca sophieo 
Note: Record forwarded to Court of Appeals (unpaginated): 2 
files kathys 
Filed order: Order kathrygw 
Judge thanson 
Signed February 22, 2002 
Filed: Letter dated 3/8/02 from Lawrence Jackson kathrygw 
Filed: Motion for Recusal Under U.R.C.P. Rule 63(b) kathrygw 
Filed: Motion for Enforcement of URCP Rule 65A Injunction and 
an Order to Show Cause kathrygw 
Filed: CT's M.E:Re: Petitioner 2 motions & proposed order, case 
on appeal, & this court is divested of juris, & cannot act on 
motion to recuse; the same goes for petitioner's motion for 
enforcement of Rule 65A; **cont'd** evelynt 
Filed order: **Cond'd** when the case is remanded, the Court 
will take the appropriate action; No response is required, & no 
formall orer, minute entry stands as Court's Order evelynt 
Judge thanson 
Signed June 26, 2002 
Letter dated 6/20/02 to the Court from petitioner kathrygw 
Letter dated 8/8/02 to the Court from Lawrence Jackson kathrygw 





*!3-02 Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action 
L Kimber USP) 
13-02 Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action 
*l3-02 
13-02 
i l : 
Zorns , 
F i l e d : 
USP) 
'13-02 
\< 13. 02 
*»v 13. 02 
Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action 
Rasmussen, USP) 
Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action 
Caseworker, USP) 
Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action 
Wilson, USP) 
Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action 
Strickland, USP) 
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c U e d : Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action (Officer 
?ickert, USP) kathrygw 
sx\ b/+ <+ - C w* , 
08-13-02 Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action (Sergeant 
Higinson, USP) kathrygw 
08-13-02 Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action (Sergeant 
Boweter, USP) kathrygw 
08-13-02 Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action (Lieutenant 
Van Leeuwen, USP) > kathrygw 
08-13-02 Filed: Notice of Intent to Commence Legal Action (unknown 
medical technician at USP med.unit) kathrygw 
08-13-02 Filed: Certificate of Service ("Notice of Intent to Commence 
Legal Action) kathrygw 
11-14-02 Filed: Letter to Mr. Jackson from the Court, dated 11/12/02 evelynt 
11-14-02 Filed: Ct's M.E: Court of Appeals found it appropriate to 
dismiss the appeal for lack of jurisdiction, this Court now 
having jurisdiction, its appropriate to address motion for 
court recusal, case referred to presiding judge for 
determination** evelynt 
11-14-02 Filed: **When recusal issue is resolved, then this court or 
another court can take up the defendant's motion for 
enforcement * motion for new trial evelynt 
11-14-02 Filed: Ct's M.E: Petitioner's motion for recusal seeking this 
court to recuse, on basis of bias & prejudice, matter referred 
to presiding judge for decision evelynt 
11-14-02 Filed: Memo to Craig From Judge Hanson, dated dll/12/02 evelynt 
11-21-02 Filed: Letter to the Court from Lawrence Jackson kathrygw 
12-20-02 Filed order: Minute Entry - Petitioners Motion for Recusal 
DENIED jills 
Judge rnehring 
Signed December 20, 2002 
01-06-03 MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL scheduled on February 10, 2003 at 11:00 AM 
in Fourth Floor - N4 5 with Judge HANSON. evelynt 
01-06-03 Filed: Ct' s M.E: Judge Nehring ruled that motion to recuse is 
denied, Motion for new trial is set for hearing, State needs 
to respond within 15 days of M.E., M.E. stands as Court's orderevelynt 
01-13-03 Filed: Supreme Court letter to Lawrence M. Jackson (SC # 
20021078/COA # 20020784) - Petition for Writ of Certiorari 
filed with SC on 12/27/02 kathys 
01-13-03 Filed: Supreme Court order: Court waives filing fee for filing 
of Writ of Certiorari. Waiver granted as to filing fee only; 
all other costs to process petition, including if any, 
transcript costs, must be paid by Petitioner kathys 
01-13-03 Notice - NOTICE for Case 010904240 ID 5482538 evelynt 
MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL. 
Date: 02/24/2003 
Time: 03:00 p.m. 
Location: Fourth Floor - N45 
THIRD DISTRICT COURT 
4 50 SOUTH STATE 
Printed: 01/27/03 08:51:38 Page 6 
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SLC, UT 84114-1860 
Before Judge: TIMOTHY R. HANSON 
The reason for the change is ATD requested continuance, 
tx<h^^ 
01-13-03 MOTION FOR NEW TRIAL rescheduled on February 24, 2003 at 03:00 
PM Reason: ATD requested continuance.. evelynt 
01-14-03 Filed: Motion for Enlargment of Time kathrygw 
01-22-03 Filed: Remittitur Received - Coa#20020097-ca - No record 
received - Appeal dismissed sophieo 
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3UNNISON VALLEY HOSPITAL 
GUNNISON, UTAH 
X-RAY REPORTS 
NAME: LAWRENCE #28879 JACKSON DATE: 
DOB: 05/11/1954 DOCTOR: 
AGE: 49Y X-RAY #: 
12/29/2003 
BRUCE BURNHAM 
16483 MR#: 17166 (CUCF) 
CLINICAL INFORMATION: 
ADDENDUM TO SINUS CT: 
L ORBITAL FX 
Minor irregularity is demonstrated of the floor of the left orbit. A minimal, nondisplaced fracture in this 
location cannot be absolutely excluded. No other facial fractures are identified. 
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